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INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes Landair's 1975 diamond drill 

programme on its Cardiff and Monmouth Townships property. 

Generalities respecting the property, such as history, geology,

mineral deposits, etc. have been adequately covered in previous
-"., ~. #. * reports to the company.

*v *.- i
The 1975 drill programme consisted of 8 drill holes 

totaling 4621 linear feet. Of these, 6 holes totaling 3615 .,- 

linear feet were drilled on the Fluorite Zone while 2 holes 

totaling 1006 linear feet were drilled on the Uranium B Zone. 

All 8 drill holes are discussed in this report.

Since the start of the 1975 drill programme Landair has 

sold 24 of its 34 claims to a subsidiary company, Powerex Resources 

Ltd. The 10 claims remaining in Landair constitute its fluorite 

prospect and consist of Lots A, l, and 2, Concession 16, Cardiff 

Township and Lots 34, and 35, Concession 12, Monmouth Township. 

The retained acreage approximates 500.

FLUORITE PROSPECT

Each of the 6 holes drilled in 1975 penetrated the Upper 

Fluorite Horizon and found fluorite therein. Two of the holes
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were fill-in holes, three were step-out holes to the south, 

and one penetrated the Horizon at a slope depth 450 feet greater 

than any other hole. This last hole (L75-5) is called the 

"deep hole" and gives an overall slope length to the Upper 

Fluorite Horizon of 960 feet. The three step-out holes 

(L75-3, 6, and 7) produced an overall strike length of 2200 feet. 

The Upper Fluorite Horjlzon intersections are listed below. 

Hole No. Footages Core Length in Feet %

L75-2 469 - 476.1 7.1 13.4
OR 

469 - 488.8 19.8 8.9

L75-3 406.8 - 410.6 3.8 18.7 

L75-4 469 - 476.3 7.3 42.1 

L75-5 793.4 - 799.6 6.6 12.6 

L75-6 540.2 - 558.8 18.6 /^-6 3=3=5- 

L75-7 428.2 - 447 18.8 9.76

With an established stiike length of 2200 feet, a slope 

length of 950 feet as indicated by L75-5, an assumed average 

width of about 12 feet, and u4ing a factor of 12 cubic feet per 

ton of rock, then drilling to date has indicated slightly over 

2 million tons of low grade fluorite mineralization. The Upper 

Fluorite Horizon is sparsely cjmtlined by 10 drill holes, all of 

which showed fluorite in the Horizon. There is no indication 

that the Horizon is weakening either down dip or to the south 

although changes, possibly improvements, are noted in both these 

directions.

The grade of the fluorite in the Upper Fluorite Horizon 

is low. An arithmetic average indicates a grade of about 201 

CaF. but this figure is unduly influenced by the wide variation
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in grades and widths in different holes and the hole spacing is 

too great for properly weighted averages to be meaningful. 

Another factor greatly complicating grade estimates is core 

recovery. Extremely poor core recovery is characteristic of all 

fluorite deposits simply becaiise the fluorite is so soft and 

friable that the water pressure on the drill bit washes the 

fluorite away with the drill Cuttings. Core recovery at Landair 

has been better than average, mainly because we had drillers who 

are not on a footage bonus and on whom there has been no pressure 

for speedy results. In spite of this, very significant core 

losses occurred in holes L75-2, 3, and 4. Hole L75-3 was partic 

ularly bad and its results, ii) the writer's opinion, are not a 

realistic measure of the width of the Upper Fluorite Horizon. It 

is my opinion that the overall tenor of the Upper Fluorite Horizon 

is between 151 and 2 0* CaF2 minimum with sections averaging well 

over 2 0% across widths under 10 feet while other sections averaged 

less than 15% over widths much greater than 10 feet.

Holes L75-6 and L75-7, located on the southern part of 

the Horizon, are different from the other holes in that each 

intersected a multiplicity of calcite-fluorite veins immediately 

below the Upper Fluorite Horizon. This is in marked contrast to 

holes drilled near the north part of the zone in 1972 and 1973 

which showed very little in the way of values above or below the 

Upper Fluorite Horizon. The contact between the syenitic rocks 

and limestone and/or granite on the west, is the overriding 

structural control in the Kluqrilc area. As one moves south from 

the north boundary of the property, the contact gradually takes 

an everincreasing westward swing. This swing is strengthening
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in the vicinity of holes L75-6 and 7 and may account for the 

multiplicity of calcite-fluorite veins. if the swing is the 

underlying cause of the multiplicity of veins then the trend 

can be expected to increase as the Upper Fluorite Horizon is 

traced further to the south. So far, the multiple vein system 

is too widely spread to be miheable as a unit while the individual 

veins are too narrow to be mined individually.

RADIOACTIVITY

To date one of the characteristics of the Upper Fluorite 

Horizon has been its lack of associated uranium and thorium 

values. This is in contrast to the Lower Fluorite Horizon where 

significant uranium values arfe common in some of the calcite- 

fluorite veins. Since drilling started in 1971, all of the 

Landair cores have been checked for uranium and thorium as a 

matter of routine. The results to date are of no great or of 

immediate economic significance but the current state of flux 

in the uranium supply - deman^ situation requires a full state 

ment of Landair's uranium potential.

In Hole L73-4, the Upp^r Fluorite Horizon was slightly 

radioactive but returned only nils and traces of uranium and 

thorium. Hole L75-3, 200 feelf further south, showed no radio 

activity in the Horizon. Hol^ L75-6, a further 500 feet to the 

south, returned low uranium values in a fluorite pegmatite 

located stratigraphically abo\fe the Upper Fluorite Horizon. 

Hole L75-7, a further 400 feet to the south returned 0.44 Ibs. 

U-Og across 18.8 feet of core in the Upper Fluorite Horizon. 

This intersection borders on the significant.
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Unfortunately, the radioactivity in the Upper Fluorite 

Horizon in hole L75-7 was not uniformly distributed through the 

core. Rather, it was locally concentrated in minute crystals 

which gave very high local counts. This mode of occurrence is 

typical of all the known occurrences wherein uranium is 

intimately associated with fluorite in the Wilberforce Area and 

the problem arising from this mode is that it is technically 

impossible to accurately evaluate the uranium potential of such 

occurrences by diamond drilling. The uranium information to be 

gained fortuitously depends oh whether the drill bit hits or 

misses isolated crystals of uraninite. Nevertheless, the 

uranium results of hole L75-7 must be regarded as encouraging 

and they may portend improved uranium values further to the south.

The second intersection of interesting uranium values 

occurred in the "deep" hole - L75-5. Here, a dike averaged 

0.77 Ibs. U-0 across a core jLength of 9.8 feet. In addition,
J O

about 4?; CaF- was present. This dike which lies some 40 to 60 

feet stratigraphically above the Upper Fluorite Horizon was 

present - though very much weaker - in holes L75-4 and L75-2. 

These intersections may lie n^ar the uppper limit of a new 

fluorite horizon which is more radioactive than the Upper 

Fluorite Horizon. Economically, the best that can be said for 

these low grade intersections is that they appear to be improving 

with depth and they keep all depth possibilities wide open down 

dip. Somewhat similar appearing intersections were cut in holes 

L75-6 and 1,75-7. The horizontal N to S distance between these 

"higher horizons" approximates 1400 feet and one hesitates to 

correlate them.
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The richest uranium values intersected by Landair were 

found in L73-3 where 2.4 feet of core averaged 2.20 Ibs U,0g 

per ton. This intersection occurs within the Lower Fluorite 

Horizon where, on the adjoining property of Cardiff Uranium 

Mines Ltd., substantial uranium values are common in this 

horizon. Landair has tested the Lower Fluorite Horizon at 

only two locations - approximately 1000 feet apart, and therefore, 

very little is known about this horizon on the Landair property.

Landair drilled two holes LU75-1 and LU75-2 on the B Zone, 

a uranium prospect, which it has since sold to a subsidiary 

company, Powerex Resources Ltd. Drill results from a predecessor 

company indicated the B Zone to consist of 2 parallel granite 

pegmatite dikes within which harrow lenses of relatively high
* n '

grade uranium occurred with^a much broader zone of lower grade 

uranium. Landair decided to 0heck the old drill results by 

repeating two of the earlier holes. The results are listed below 

- the LU holes being the ones Landair drilled and the E holes, 

the ones drilled in 1955.

B ZONfc 

(A) North Dike Intersections

Hole Ibs. U 06 0 Core Length in Feet———— ———————^—y —————————B:———————-————

LU75-2 0.92 47.2

LU75-1 0.88 25.5

E 23 1.12 43.0

, E 5 0.72 29.0
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(B) South Dike Intersections

Hole Ibs. U 0OQ Core Length in Feet"——————————— '- . r -——"'3'' Q ' ' ———---..-"..--1...- J-- —— .'- . --— ——"J————

LU75-1 0 .52 5 6.8 

E 5 0.56 71.0

The above results were sufficiently encouraging to 

allow Landair to form a subsidiary company and to raise suf 

ficient funds to proceed with the drill testing of the B Zone.

EXPLORATION OUTLOOK

With indications of sortie 2 millions of tons of low grade 

fluorite mineralization in hapd in a deposit which is wide open 

along strike to the south and down dip, it is obvious that 

Landair must give careful consideration to the course of future 

exploration. At present, fluprite is a "popular" material only 

with dentists. The current "unpopularity" of fluorine and its 

products stems from the unproyen conjecture that fluorine, 

escaping to the atmosphere, tends to destroy the ozone layer 

which protects the biosphere trom excessive ultraviolet radiation 

originating from the sun. Consequently, aluminum and steel 

producers, as well as the manufacturers of fluoro-carbon 

propellants are endeavouring to reduce their fluorite consumption 

and the result is a depressed demand and outlook for fluorite. 

However, the wheel turns as w^ have seen recently with the demand 

for gold and uranium, and a n^w scientific discovery or even 

proof of the non-polluting nature of fluorite could quickly and 

radically alter its outlook. Certainly, under present economic 

conditions there is little advantage for Landair to continue to
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explore to produce more of t^e same results.

One point should be majde clear. Landair owns a sizeable 

mineral deposit, one which is likely to become profitable in 

the not too distant future, a^nd therefore, Landair owns an 

asset of tangible value.

With 2200 feet of strike length established what is the 

prognosis for the remaining 1,800 feet of untested strike 

extension? Holes L75-6 and 7J show a multiplicity of fluorite 

veins which is not present to the north and hole L75-7, the most 

southerly hole, showed modest uranium values over significant 

widths. A further 1800 feet along its strike length will bring 

the Upper Fluorite Horizon to within 2000 feet of the B Zone 

and the two structures are positively converging to the southwest, 

A second consideration is an intersection of 1.02 Ibs. of U,00
J O

across 8.0 feet located in Empire drill hole 23 which would 

outcrop about 350 feet south of the Landair property and there 

fore, lies closer to the Upper Fluorite Horizon than the Powerex 

B Zone. Of less significance is an intersection in L75-7 

averaging 0.58 Ibs. U-Og and S.18% CaF~ over 4.6 feet of core 

which occurs stratigraphically higher than the Upper Fluorite 

Horizon. All of the above facts show clearly that it is not 

unreasonable to expect more radioactivity to the south and west 

on the Landair property.

What of the terrain along the strike extension of the 

Upper Fluorite Horizon? The northern part of it is abandoned 

fields and many years ago Lhci local farmer, Frank Saunders, 

plowed up some high grade fluorite float in one of these fields. 

Landair's recent drilling shcjws a marked decrease in overburden
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thickness to the south with holes L75-6 and 7 encountering 
21 and 25 feet respectively., One cannot tell if the float 
was transported in during glacial times or if its source is
the bedrock immediately beneath. The overburden depths precludes

lflS. normal radioactivity prospect*"out perhaps the Radon gas method
employed by Kerr Addison might prove useful. Further to the 
south there is a continuous series of ridges and valleys right 
through to Cope Creek and the Powerex B Zone. Prospecting here/ 
in 1955, located some zones of radioactivity but again, according 
to Saunders, "they didn't seejn too amount to much". In view of 
the improved outlook for uranium it would not be amiss to 
reprospect the whole area.

From the north to south definite changes in mineralization 
and structure occur in the Upjper Fluorite Horizon. Do similar 
changes occur in the Lower Fluorite Horizon? We have no knowledge. 
Hole L75-7 is located 1100 fe^t along strike from L73-3 the most 
southerly hole to penetrate the Lower Fluorite Horizon. This 
hole returned 2.20 Ibs. U^Og per ton across 2.4 feet of core. 
Common sense dictates that the next drill programme on the 
Landair property must include a cross-section of the Lower 
Fluorite Horizon.

Finally, the very strong fluorite geochemical anomaly on 
Landair's eastern claims remains untested. A short distance 
away from this anomaly is the Allanite showing which has a drill 
proven length of 200 feet and an average width of 8 feet. This 
zone, though too small to be of economic importance, carries 
relatively high values in uranium and the Rare Earths and low
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values in fluorite. The fluorite geochemical anomaly lies 

within a deep valley which may be a geological structure. The 

area certainly warrants drill testing.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Landair drill programme has been successful for it
has indicated a substantial tonnage of valuable mineral 
ization. Under present economic conditions this material 
cannot be mined profitably but the inexorable rising 
demand for minerals is! ample assurance of the ultimate 
value of Landair's fluorite deposit.

2. There are strong indications that Landair's uranium 
potential improves to the southwest, particularly on 
claim EO 33841. This iclaim should be thoroughly pros 
pected along 4 prospecjt lines utilizing soil sampling 
and geochemical techniques to locate fluorite mineral 
ization. The work can be done only during the summer 
months and would cost between $3000 and $4000.

3. Landair's fluorite geochemical anomaly on claim EO 32193 
and EO 32197 were prospected for uranium in 1955 when 
the Allanite showing Was explored. The results are not 
available to Landair. The fluorite geochemical anomaly 
should be tested for radioactivity using the Radon gas 
technique. Scintillometer surveying can be tried, but 
the anomaly is under heavy overburden and no significant 
response would be expected. The estimated cost is $500 
to $750.

This report is respectfully submitted, o

Willowdale, Ontario HARPER CONSULTING SERVICES INC/ 
December 31st, 1975

7
per H.G. Harper, P. Eng., President
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